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The Marco Polo Bridge Incident that occurred on July 7, 1937, developed into an all-out war between Japan and China with fighting in Shanghai that commenced on August 13. Though the subsequent occupation of Wuhan and Guangzhou brought Japan’s military capacity almost to its mobilizable limits, the Kuomintang (KMT) army led by Chiang Kai-shek continued to offer resistance with Chongqing as their base. Thus, the Japanese Imperial Army (the IJA) sought to put an end to the war through political maneuvering, rather than military operation, and the war entered a deadlock. Furthermore, as the Chinese front became the secondary front after the outbreak of the war between Japan and the United States in December 1941, the IJA in mainland China mainly focused on maintaining or recovering security in occupied areas while containing a counteroffensive by the KMT army. When the IJA began to devote full-fledged efforts to security measures, it was the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) army, rather than the Kuomintang forces, that bothered the occupation forces.

By the beginning of 1938, the IJA occupied major cities in North China, but it constituted just the “control of dots and lines, or just areas along railroads and principal roads.” The KMT army had already withdrawn from North China, only keeping some troops in the southern Shanxi Province, leaving a power vacuum across the entirety of North China.

Therefore, the main mission for the IJA in North China was to stabilize regional security by combating any remained “bandits” and expand the controlled areas that only covering traffic lines and major cities into the whole region. The areas occupied by the IJA was 600,000 square kilometers and its population reached 100 million. The IJA deployed 250,000 soldiers, including 9 divisions and 12 independent mixed brigades.

Since residents in the areas without garrisons came under the control of the CCP army, the IJA tried to dispose garrisons in the county capitals (approx. 500 in North China) as much as possible and gradually establish territorial control. However the total number of soldiers per square kilometer was 0.37 and the Japanese garrisons were dispersed in 200 places. Thus the IJA couldn’t exercise its force over the most of the areas except county capitals and it was
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not easy for the IJA to spread its influence. The IJA initially thought that pacification activities would be sufficient to deal with the occupied areas. “pacification activities” is the counterinsurgency operations in the occupied areas for re-establishing security, thought education, cultural activities, economic measures and industrial promotion by civilian employees in the military. However, these measures gradually lost effect due to the CCP growing its power. Because of this, the IJA began to focus on combating the CCP army and bandits. Specifically, the IJA stationed troops at strategic point and built a network of roads for security connecting these points. Therefore guard forces mopped up these areas surrounding by roads with keeping in contact and gradually tried to expand secured areas. The lessons learned at an early stage was as follows: (1) the importance of gathering information, (2) the importance of securing the roads and communication lines, (3) the importance of training self-defense groups among locals.

At this time, the IJA thought of the CCP as no more than bandits and it would be extinct soon, even while recognizing as a constant menace. The Japanese forces in North China came to understand that the nature of the CCP’s threat of the CCP was trinity formed by the party, the military and the government and their strong ties of cooperation with locals. However the IJA as a whole still not fully understood threat of the CCP. It was after the summer of 1940, when the CCP army carried out large-scale sabotage and their infiltration was gradually acknowledged, that the IJA came to recognize the CCP as a real threat.

After five consecutive annihilation campaign by the Kuomintang forces, The CCP abandoned their bases in the south at the end of 1934 and reached Northwest China after two years of escape. By around this time, unlike the traditional image, the CCP had not fully developed and refined guerrilla warfare tactics, but rather preferred to engage reckless trench warfare. It was after outbreak of the Second Sino-Japanese War that the CCP developed guerrilla warfare tactics, which was closely related to their survival strategy.
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The CCP, which used to have over 300,000 soldiers, left with 10,000 by the time they reached Northwest China, and had to rebuild their force in the wasteland not suitable for farming. Furthermore, even after reaching northwest, the CCP was kept to be pressed by KMT army and confront critical situation. However, with the Xian Incident, the CCP has legitimized; thus, they could expand their survival space and rapidly increased power after outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War.

In the early phase of the war, many of the CCP leaders planned to engage in frontal battles against the IJA in collaboration with the Kuomintang forces. However, Mao Zedong insisted on independent guerrilla warfare in mountainous areas for the survival and development of the CCP army, and argued for committing protracted war in order to turn the tables. Mao’s stance was eventually adopted by the CCP. Thus, the CCP were able to develop without facing any pressure while the IJA and the KMT were locked in fierce fighting.

The CCP’s doctrine was derived from Mao Zedong’s thinking as follows. The war between Japan and China can be divided into three stages by their power relations and the nature of war. The first stage is the enemy’s strategic advances and China taking the strategic defense, the second stage is the stage of the enemy’s strategic holding and China preparing for a counterblow, and the third stage is the stage of China’s strategic counteroffensive and the enemy’s strategic retreat. Strategically, the CCP would conduct guerrilla warfare behind the enemy lines and establish and defend bases in the first stage, gradually turn guerrilla command into regular forces in the second stage, and in the third, prepare for maneuver warfare. In the initial stage, the CCP give a priority to guerrilla warfare.

Since the CCP focused on establishing bases, accepting militia and reorganizing them, its force reached 500,000 by the end of 1940. The regular CCP army were responsible for the defense of bases and attacks on the enemy’s main forces, while guerrilla units and other local forces attempted surprise attack, with militias guarding the villages. At the time, The CCP avoided conventional warfare and tried to develop own forces by guerrilla warfare. This can be seen in the rise in the ratio of guerrilla units and other local forces to the regular forces. In 1940, the regular forces were double the size of the local forces, but the local forces grew to
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double the size of the regular forces by 1942.\textsuperscript{14} As seen above, due to their poor equipment, the CCP fought mainly in guerrilla warfare and political maneuvering among the military forces and locals. By the outbreak of the Pacific War, the CCP had grown to real threat for the IJA.

The CCP carried out guerrilla warfare in order to develop own bases and sphere of influence. Thus, it was initially for self-defense. Guerrilla warfare requires both physical and material support. Political maneuvering was quite effective in obtaining such support\textsuperscript{15}, and there were three targets: the CCP’s own forces, enemy forces and the locals at large. Firstly, for its own forces, the CCP placed the core party branch in each company and party groups in platoons to provide political education.\textsuperscript{16} This education covered soldiers’ attitudes toward locals and military discipline.\textsuperscript{17} For the enemy forces, the CCP appealed for better treatment of prisoners of war\textsuperscript{18} and encourage double crossing for bringing down the enemy.\textsuperscript{19} Also, the CCP detect and eliminate infiltrated spy.\textsuperscript{20} Since this had been linked with the rapid expansion of the military forces, the CCP severely investigated themselves.\textsuperscript{21} For the general public, the CCP forfeited the property of enemy’s collaborators, enhanced economic incentives by reducing or exempting farm rent, and provided preferential economic and welfare treatment for families of people who joined the CCP army. Through these policy measures, the CCP


encouraged the Chinese people to participate in self-defense group and gradually incorporated
them into regular forces.\(^{22}\) The CCP developed its influence by organizing people who left
production activities into guerrilla units.\(^{23}\) The CCP also spread its tangible and intangible
influence on areas under control of the enemy forces by circulating own currency.\(^{24}\)

The popular support as described above made the CCP possible to carry out guerrilla
warfare. Thus, the conventional search-and-destroy operations had little effect against the
CCP’s guerrilla warfare that supported by locals.

The next question, then, is what tactics the CCP employed for guerrilla warfare. Essentially, the CCP utilized guerrilla warfare to advance mobile warfare by its regular forces
and develop own bases and forces. Mao Zedong summarized the situations where guerrilla
warfare should be adopted as follows: situations that the enemy is defensive and is unlikely
to concentrate on combat at present, and the CCP can threaten the enemy over a broad range;
situations that the CCP can mount destabilizing attacks and sabotage all across the area where
the enemy forces is dispersed and weak; situations that the CCP must spread out and escape
since they cannot break a siege; situations that the CCP suffers from geographic or supply
limitations; or situations that the CCP carries out the mass movements in broad areas.\(^{25}\)

The CCP’s tactics are characterized by extremely systematic fighting while avoiding
frontal attacks. Basically, they disperse the units, then repeatedly assemble and disperse for
successive attacks and retreats with surrounding the enemy. These tactics were successful
in disrupting and battering the enemy and also pretend to be large forces.\(^{26}\) From point of
the lessons learned by the IJA, the CCP’s guerrilla warfare had the following characteristics.
For example, they put up brave challenge against a small contingent, and try to lay siege by


surprise. When the CCP Army attack, they selected a battlefield that would enable an easy retreat. The Chinese guerrilla forces good at prompt actions in mountain areas, dispersed in the small villages of mountains. They also deceive or frequently change unit numbers so as to avoiding identification. In spite of poor equipment, The CCP Army were well trained and were good at communication.

Due to the series of combat with the IJA which was superior to the KMT Army in equipment and discipline, the KMT Army had been wiped out one by one. On the other hand, since the CCP Army avoided frontal attack and eager to enlarge their sphere of influence, they gradually built up intensity in North China. As the growth of the CCP, the IJA came to face some difficulties. These are summarized in three points.

First, the information gathering system was inadequate. Unlike ordinary military forces, the CCP army avoided regular combat and expand their influence through underground activities. So the IJA could hardly locate them. In addition, the CCP kept tight lid on information within its army and local residents. Thus, the IJA had difficulty in capturing the CCP army. By contrast, the CCP were very good at gathering information, and even knew where the commander of the guard unit slept and how much he drank.

Secondly, the IJA’s equipment and organization were inappropriate. Since the IJA in China was originally organized for regular combat with the KMT army, they were heavily-armed and it was difficult to track and capture the CCP army which moved very quickly with only rifles.

Thirdly, the training has difficulties. As the CCP was an integrated organization incorporating the party, the government and the military, the IJA need to research and educate its uniqueness. It was also necessary to conduct training for dealing with guerrilla warfare. However, it was difficult because of the dispersed position of the Japanese troops.

There were two measures taken by the IJA to overcome these problems. The first was the reinforcement of gathering intelligence capabilities, and the second was to build the Special Guard Units, which was specialized for countering CCP’s guerrilla warfare.

On the reinforcement of gathering intelligence capabilities, the IJA had to overcome two weaknesses. The first was the requirement to improve the means for collecting intelligence. The conventional human intelligence (HUMINT) was low in accuracy, and false intelligence was occasionally provided. Thus, the IJA needed to collect signals intelligence (SIGINT) and improve code breaking capability. Since late 1940, however, the CCP army began to use a
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one-time pad system, which made it very difficult for the IJA to decipher their messages.\textsuperscript{32} In response, the IJA reinforced Special Intelligence Section. In addition to it, the IJA investigated the communication conditions and improved the ability to grasp the CCP’s activities with establishing Radio Intercept Section and a Radio Goniometric Section.\textsuperscript{33} The second step taken was a wide-ranging survey for total understanding of the CCP. The IJA tried to understand the CCP army from the principles of Marxism - Leninism, and also carried out field surveys to grasp the actual situation of the CCP’s political maneuvering.\textsuperscript{34}

Another step taken was the establishment of a unit dedicated to guerrilla warfare against the CCP army. Until then, it had often been pointed out that the IJA’s equipment was not suitable for guerrilla warfare and lacked effective intelligence collected at the unit level. To overcome these problems, the IJA established the Special Guard Unit (SGU).\textsuperscript{35} The SGU was specialized for detecting and preventing CCP’s activities, combined an officer of the military police with light armed infantry. The SGU equipped mobility and communication including various intelligence functions to deal with guerilla and win the information warfare against the CCP.\textsuperscript{36}

In the early stages, the SGU achieved the expected outcome that contain CCP expanding its influence. However as the war situation deteriorated, the SGU had become weakened with frequent transfers and shifts of troops, diminishing equipment, declining potential of soldiers, and depressed morale because of the extraction of powerful corps to South China and activation of new units. Furthermore, as North China, an area rich in strategic resources, had become a supply base for the Japanese main land, the IJA lost the local support and stabilization of the occupied area, and after a few years later, Japan had been defeated.

The reason that the SGU ultimately failed to success was the extraction and decline of its troops due to the deterioration in the overall war situation. Furthermore, there are also several problems that should be learned.\textsuperscript{37}

The first problem was the frequent redeployment of troops. In order to optimize intelligence activities, it was required to stay in the same position collecting and analyzing information for at least six months. However, as the IJA frequently moved or redeployed troops, the SGU almost failed to achieve the intended results.

Secondly, combined arms did not function well. The military police did not accustomed to combat. On the other hand, infantry from the army corps were not familiar with guerrilla warfare. Guerrilla warfare will not succeed without well-trained, skillful soldiers.
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The third problem is that the IJA did not give administrative authority to the SGU. Since it was difficult to defeat the CCP only by military power, the SGU needed unified command over all military, administrative, economic, police and propaganda.

The fourth problem was the most important and essential: the IJA failed to win the hearts and minds of the local Chinese people. Colonel Mitsuhiko Ohmori, who served on the staff of the Special Guard Unit, recalled: “Guerrilla warfare can be carried out essentially with local support. The IJA in North China lacked military discipline, because of illegal acts against the locals by Japanese military units, servicemen, civilian employees of the Japanese army and Japanese residents there. However, the CCP army was controlled with rigid discipline and treated farmers gently suffered in war. The contrast was so vast that the sphere of influence of the IJA was gradually reduced only to the army garrisons and the belts along railroads, while the entire farming area coming under the control of the CCP.”

The IJA also exercised counterinsurgency operations named Seigo Kosaku against the CCP army in the plains of Central China. The operations mobilized a great number of troops to blockade traffic with cleaning up target areas, and then expanded it gradually. After the mopping-up operations, local Chinese authorities carried out pacification operations to help improving public sentiment and get local support. However, these methods were very costly and hard to sustain for a long period of time. The Chinese authorities, which cooperated with the IJA, hardly get local support, either, due to own problems. Because of these factors, as deterioration of the war in the Pacific, the IJA became even more exploitative, and this made it even more difficult to get local support and maintain security.

As discussed above, in order to counter guerrilla warfare and carry out counterinsurgency operations, it was absolutely necessary to win the hearts and minds of local Chinese people. It needed not only pacification operation but also policy measures that could get people’s real support. On this point, the IJA was far surpassed by the CCP. Needless to say, even if the IJA understood this point, it would still have been difficult to implement these measures. Particularly after the Pacific War deteriorated further, goods fell into short supply and the IJA became more exploitative, making the implementation of the above measures particularly difficult. Subsequently, the IJA surrendered without any capacity to take any new measure to cope with difficulties.
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